
OXY GENEO
WHAT IS THE GENEO?

 
Geneo is the ultimate facial treatment platform
achieving a younger, fresher and of course better skin
appearance.

Offers a unique three-in-one (3-in-1) treatment that
works on both the outside and inside of the skin,
combining clinically approved technologies:

OxyGeneo, TriPollar RF, and Ultrasound

With these technologies, Geneo activates natural body
processes, in order to strengthen and renew the skin.

HOW DOES IT WORK
 

The Geneo has 3 separate heads that offer
the unique benefits of three patented
technologies - OxyGeneo, TriPollar RF, and
Ultrasound.

Each technology can be used individually to
take advantage of its benefits, or in
combination to achieve more complete
results.

ADVANTAGES of GENEO?
 

Immediate lasting results
Effective formulations and treatment kits that provide immediate and long-term results, for the
regeneration, cleansing and rejuvenation of the skin, thus achieving the overall improvement of the texture
and appearance of the skin.

Personalized and flexible treatment
A single platform that contains 3 powerful technologies that can be used separately or in synergy in order to meet
in the best way and the most demanding stakeholder.

Safe and enjoyable
Proven and scientifically proven technologies, designed to stimulate the natural mechanisms of reconstruction
and regeneration of the body, painlessly and without staying at home.



OXYGENEO - 3 in 1 facial treatment

Revolutionary therapy OxyGeneo offers the unique triple effect of
exfoliation, natural oxygenation and absorption of active ingredients.
Exfoliation: The active capsule that adapts to the scalp exfoliates
the upper layer of the skin and removes dead cells, thus smoothing
and rejuvenating the skin.
Oxygenation: Oxygenation of the skin is done internally (intradermal
oxygenation), with the natural way of oxygenation of the cells.
Bubbles CO2 are released into the skin and cause the body to send
oxygen-rich blood to the area (Bohr effect). This action increases
the microcirculation of the blood and the metabolism of the cells.
Absorption: At the same time, the active capsule makes the skin
extremely receptive to absorb a "cocktail" of beneficial substances
contained in it and the enriched gels that are combined during the
treatment, giving the skin an incomparable radiance and
youthfulness from the first treatment.

Tripollar RF - Radio Frequencies

Collagen and elastin are important elements of the skin that
degrade over time and lead to the creation of fine lines and
wrinkles. The pulsed radio frequency electromagnetic fields
generated by the Tripollar RF head heat the tissues in depth,
causing the production and remodeling of the collagen and
elastin fibers. This fact leads to the improvement of the
appearance of wrinkles and fine lines, achieving a renewed and
firm skin.

ULTRASOUND

Ultrasound waves penetrate below the surface of the skin. The
micro-vibrations they cause improve blood flow, help maintain
skin hydration and mainly increase the permeability of the
keratin layer, resulting in increased penetration of the valuable
active ingredients we offer, depending on the needs of each
skin. Thus, this safe and painless treatment results in further
visible improvement of the texture and tone of the skin.
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